November 21, 2022

The Honorable Lina Khan
Chair
Federal Trade Commission
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20580

Re: Request for Comments pursuant to Commercial Surveillance ANPR, R111004
Dear Chair Khan,
The Center for American Progress applauds the decision of the Federal Trade Commission
(“FTC”) to fulfill its mission of protecting consumers and competition by scrutinizing
commercial surveillance and data security practices.
For the average American, these practices are ubiquitous, unavoidable, and unwanted. For many
companies, the use of deceptive and harmful practices by some creates a race to the bottom on
privacy and data protection for entire industries. On both fronts, intervening to protect consumers
and competition is highly consistent with the core mission and authority of the Commission.
We appreciate the invitation to comment on this project and respectfully offer several ideas for
your consideration.

Sincerely,
Adam Conner
Vice President of Technology Policy
Marc Jarsulic
Senior Fellow and Chief Economist

Executive Summary
The Center for American Progress (CAP) applauds the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) for its
advanced notice of proposed rulemaking (ANPR) for public comments regarding “Trade
Regulation Rule on Commercial Surveillance and Data Security.” 1 Rulemaking from the
Commission is desperately needed to address the pernicious and pervasive harms created by the
collection and monetization of consumer data and lax data security practices.
This step is long overdue. As online services have proliferated, so too have the attendant harms
generated by the unregulated commercial data economy. The Commission is nearing the limits of
what it can accomplish using its existing tools. It is well within its mission to formulate rules that
address unfair and deceptive practices to mitigate their harms to consumers and competition.
In the foundational report from the Center for American Progress “How To Regulate Tech: A
Technology Policy Framework for Online Services,” 2 CAP argued that multiple approaches are
required in order to address the challenges created by online services. CAP called for new
rulemaking from the Commission and other entities to establish clear prohibitions on harmful
practices. The report highlighted the importance of ex ante enforcement as a tool for addressing
harms alongside ex post enforcement such as antitrust action.
The following comment draws upon the authors’ past work to answer key questions posed by the
ANPR. Its conclusions are summarized below and elaborated on in the text that follows.
Question 1: To the question of what practices are used to surveil consumers, CAP offers
a research-based explanation of common surveillance technologies, including those used
in ad targeting, creation of social graphs, third-party cookies, Federated Learning of
Cohorts, and software development kits (“SDKs”).
Question 4: To the question of how commercial surveillance harms consumers, CAP
outlines literature illustrating the economic, privacy, and consumer protection issues
arising from commercial surveillance practices and related services. This synthesis notes
that these harms to consumers are difficult for them to avoid, even with substantial work
and expertise, and fall asymmetrically on low-income communities and communities of
color.
Question 5: To the question of harms that consumers may not easily discern or identify,
CAP highlights polling and other measures which show that, while consumers are
generally concerned about corporate surveillance of their activities, they have little
detailed knowledge or understanding about those practices or their potential impacts on
the services and information they receive.
Questions 11 and 17: To Question 11 on commercial incentives and business models
that lead to lax data security measures or harmful commercial surveillance practices,
CAP outlines common tech industry algorithmic strategies to increase user engagement.
Simultaneously, this response draws connections to Question 17 on "techniques that
manipulate consumers into prolonging online activity (e.g., video autoplay, infinite or
endless scroll, quantified public popularity).” Question 17 has a specific focus on
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children and teenagers, and CAP’s response focuses on the algorithmic techniques which
impact all users, including children and teenagers.
Question 12: To the question of which “commercial surveillance practices are unlawful
such that new trade regulation rules should set out clear limitations or prohibitions on
them," CAP encourages the Commission to develop rules that clearly prohibit certain
harmful practices in commercial surveillance and data security, especially those practices
which present an inherent risk to civil rights.
Question 30: To the question of whether the Commission should commence a Section
18 rulemaking on commercial surveillance and data security, CAP makes an argument in
the affirmative. Amidst a lack of regulation, the market for more data has created a raceto-the-bottom on commercial surveillance. Thoughtful regulatory interventions are an
appropriate tool to fix this market failure, and it is well within the Commission’s power
to do so. There is no reason to believe that continued reliance on self-regulation will
produce anything but the status quo: predatory, deceptive practices as the industry
standard.
Question 31: To the question of whether the Commission should commence a Section 18
rulemaking exclusively on data security, CAP provides a set of questions about process
and scope to help inform the Commission’s decision. It notes that the scope of entities
that would be affected by a data security rulemaking are likely to be far wider (potentially
all entities that store data) than those entities who utilize commercial surveillance data
collection, monetization, and movement.
Question 65: To the question of the prevalence of algorithmic discrimination based on
protected categories such as race, sex, and age, CAP discusses the broad civil rights
harms stemming from the rise of online services and their impacts on low-income
communities and communities of color.
Question 86: To the question of opacity in different forms of commercial surveillance
practices, including technical or legal mechanisms companies use to shield them from
public scrutiny, CAP highlights the impact of the loss of third-party analytics firms.
Previously, such firms sought to provide insight into online activity, especially on large
digital gatekeeper platforms. Their closure or acquisition by digital gatekeepers who wish
to foreclose access to the limited information they provided contributes to the excessive
opacity with which digital gatekeepers shield even basic operations and widespread
practices.

Response to Questions
The Commission has offered questions on a wide range of areas involving commercial
surveillance and data security. In keeping with the Commission’s guidance, CAP will direct its
responses to a handful of questions on which it has the most expertise.
Question 1
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On Question #1 regarding what practices companies use to surveil consumers, CAP encloses the
following section from CAP Senior Fellow and Chief Economist Marc Jarsulic’s recent article
“Addressing the Competitive Harms of Opaque Online Surveillance and Recommendation
Algorithms” in The Antitrust Bulletin:3
“Online ad sales depend on the ability of [Facebook and Alphabet] to individually target ads
and messaging to huge numbers of people. In the case of Facebook, the ads are targeted to
Facebook users and are delivered on Facebook’s platforms. Alphabet sells ads that are
targeted to users on Google, YouTube and other apps. Targeting is possible because both
businesses have detailed information about individual users, and the ability to analyze that
information to suit the needs of the platform and online advertisers.
The information about individual platform users is derived from elaborate and effective
systems of online surveillance. Facebook has unrestricted access to an astounding variety of
user data. The site can monitor what users watch and read in the Facebook Newsfeed and
how long they spend doing so, what users tag with Facebook “likes”, along with their
communications with others using the Facebook app. Facebook also can follow users as they
engage with apps such as Instagram, What’sApp, and Messenger, which are now part of the
Facebook platform. The site constructs a social graph for each user, which shows with whom
and with what the user has connected. Because Facebook has a graph for each user, it can see
both direct and indirect interconnections between individuals, activities, and websites across
the Facebook platform and beyond. While a Facebook application called Graph Search has
allowed users to search for certain public information, most interconnections are not
observable to an individual user.4
Alphabet likewise has a highly effective surveillance system in place. It records the search
histories of individuals on Google, the viewing histories of users on YouTube, and gathers
purchasing history, location, and other information from apps like Google Maps and GMail.
The Android operating system used on smartphones also provides information about the
physical location, movements, and activities of users.5
These platforms also follow individuals when they use other websites. 6 Companies track
users by installing small data files called “cookies” in user browsers. Third-party websites
who want to host advertisements collaborate with firms like Facebook and Alphabet by
installing discrete computer code called “pixels” or other tracking software on their websites.
These “third-party” pixels then signal Facebook or Alphabet whenever the individual visits
one of the cooperating websites. 7 Given the central importance of these two platforms in
delivering ads, publisher websites have very strong incentives to collaborate with them in
placing tracking code on browsers. Moreover, the platforms can offer website operators some
of the data collected about users visiting their sites.
The use of third-party cookies has come under pressure from EU regulations, and some
browsers now block them by default. Alphabet has announced that they will be blocked by
the Chrome browser by 2022. This may act to Alphabet’s advantage, since it still will be able
to gather information about users of its widely used platforms and apps.8 It is nonetheless
possible that Chrome users will be tracked in other ways. In a recent experiment Alphabet
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placed special-purpose software in a set of Chrome browsers. The software records browser
use in the past week, uses this history to assign the browser to a cohort of users with similar
browsing histories, and then assigns the members of that cohort a Federated Learning of
Cohorts (FLoC) identifier. This identifier is displayed to advertisers and websites, who can
then determine common characteristics of the cohort using machine learning.
The experiment with FLoC, which were executed without notice or consent of affected
Chrome users, has been paused because the FLoC identifier assigned by Chrome can aid
internet trackers who engage in so-called “browser fingerprinting”, a technique which allows
tracking sites to uniquely identify a browser and the device on which it is operating. 9
Both platforms also can track individuals on the web when they are using cell phones or
other mobile devices, whether they are using browsers or not. Mobile app developers who
want third-party ads or other integrations place so-called software development kits (SDK’s),
provided by Facebook, Alphabet and other firms, in their apps. The SDK’s have access to
data gathered by the app, including location or camera access granted to the app. The
Android system associates a unique “ad ID” with each device, which is available to all app
developers.10 The amount of data obtained by app trackers can be surprisingly large. One
reporter found thousands of trackers reporting data from his iPhone in a single week. 11
The data gathered by platform surveillance is correlated with information from data brokers,
such as credit scores, purchase history, voting history, recent life events such as weddings
and house moves, along with demographics such as job type, income, net worth, marital
status, and location, to provide very detailed information about the activities, connections,
and preferences of individual website users. Facebook correlates platform and broker data to
create profiles of users that advertisers use to target individuals on the Facebook platform. 12
Facebook also generates “LookaLike Audiences”, which machine learning techniques
identify as having characteristics similar to an already existing set of target individuals.13
Although we do not know if either Facebook or Alphabet have done so, it is possible using
machine learning to accurately profile an individual based on information gathered from her
social network. According to an author of a recent study, the implication is that “at least in
theory, a company, government, or other actor can accurately profile a person -- think
political party, favorite products, religious commitments -- from their friends, even if they've
never been on social media or delete their account.” 14
In short, both Facebook and Alphabet gather remarkable amounts of data about individual
users of their consumer-facing platforms -- from their activity on the platforms and elsewhere
on the internet. These data can be combined with other information from data brokers. The
profiling which this enables is the basis for the sale of targeted online messaging.”
Question 4
To Question #4 on harms to consumers, CAP encloses the following section from its 2021
report, “How To Regulate Tech: A Technology Policy Framework for Online Services,”15
discussing the holistic economic harms (including price and quality), privacy harms, and
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consumer protection harms (including fraud and manipulation) arising from commercial
surveillance practices and related services:
“The growth of the internet has produced significant social, cultural, and economic
benefits for the United States. Providers of online services have helped shepherd the
internet from its infancy into a more accessible digital layer that interweaves with most
Americans’ lives on a daily basis. With the exponential growth of online services and
their attendant benefits, however, a number of harms have also emerged, enacted or
enabled by online services providers. While many Americans have grown up accepting
these harms as a cost of engaging online, the harms generated by online services are not
inevitable. Current problems are not necessary evils for the sake of digital innovation,
and improved regulation has a dual role to play in promoting beneficial development and
curbing predatory practices.
In order to support a vibrant, dynamic internet that serves the public interest, it is
necessary to understand not just the benefits but also the harms from online services and
the risks they pose to economic, social, and democratic health. These harms are salient
and widespread, even where services are offered at low or no monetary cost to users—for
example, free email or social networking platforms, which are subsidized by intensive
data collection, online tracking, and targeted advertising. These harms tend to be
disproportionately borne by marginalized groups—including people of color, low-wage
workers, and women—whereas technology’s benefits asymmetrically accrue to more
privileged groups.16 In aggregate, these issues amount to troubling threats to commerce,
civil rights, and democratic function. To make these issues more legible to traditional
regulatory approaches, they are grouped below into four overlapping and deeply
interconnected areas: economic harms, privacy harms, consumer protection harms, and
civil rights harms.
Economic harms
The proliferation of the internet and digital communication technologies have produced
new and complex online businesses. The largest of these businesses have developed
communication and information services that have become essential to billions of
consumers and are protected from new competitors by powerful barriers to entry. As
noted above, these barriers exist because of inherent features of digital markets such as
network effects, economies of scope and scale, data advantages, first-mover advantages,
and other economic forces.17 They have been preserved, reinforced, and compounded
over time by strategic acquisitions and successful efforts by firms to foreclose nascent
competitors and discourage competitive threats,18 resulting in traditional problems arising
from a lack of competition—higher prices, lower quality, and less innovation. In markets
dominated by an incumbent digital gatekeeper, the threat of the dominant firm copying or
killing any new innovations results in decreased investment, deterrence of entry, and
decreased innovation in the digital platform industry. 19 Big tech mergers likewise have
adverse competitive effects on growing markets, 20 and incumbent firms may acquire
younger firms explicitly to curb innovation that threatens their position. 21 More than 80
percent of Americans believe acquisitions from large online platforms are likely unfair
and undermine competition.22 But with few alternatives, high switching costs—for
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example, the difficulty or inability to move personal data when shifting to a new
service—and extremely powerful network effects mean that American consumers have a
limited ability to “vote with their clicks.” Even with great effort, it is difficult to avoid
using major firms; journalist Kashmir Hill described her experiment living without any
services from five nearly inescapable technology companies as “hell.”23 This lack of
choice further removes incentives for dominant players to innovate to improve services.
Centralization of research and development (R&D) resources at dominant firms may
additionally result in selective or reduced innovation. A lack of external competition, for
instance, discourages innovation, 24 and internal research that threatens dominant business
lines is often avoided, hidden, or systematically challenged. 25 There may be significant
opportunity costs to having only a few big U.S. technology companies driving the
direction of technological progress for the economy more broadly, especially given the
competitive incentives for dominant firms. 26 Experts have also raised concerns about the
national security risks of relying on only a handful of dominant global technology
companies that may not prioritize U.S. national security interests and do not have
sufficient competitive incentives to ensure continued innovation, performance, and
efficiency.27 There is nothing wrong with firms pursuing innovations entirely compatible
with their business models. But when such R&D capacity is concentrated among only a
few major technology firms with similar incentives and limited demographic diversity,
there is cause for concern about whether these innovations will benefit low-wage
workers, address climate change, and benefit the public interest, or whether they will
continue to concentrate America’s R&D efforts around issues such as selling online
advertising.28
A lack of competition also produces pricing harms, even when the direct consumer price
is zero or the upfront consumer price is competitive. Indeed, a multisided platform—for
example, a website that brings together consumers, business users, and advertisers and
provides a platform for sales and interaction—may charge fees to business users that are
directly passed on to consumers down the line. Consumers who enjoy low prices from
digital giants today might also face higher prices in the future: Incumbent firms may use
price-cutting strategies or subsidies to kill potential competitors and build or maintain
market power, producing lower prices in the near term but ultimately resulting in higher
prices and lower quality. Amazon, for example, dropped its diaper prices by more than 30
percent, effectively curbing the growth of online retailer Diapers.com and undercutting
the company whenever it dropped prices. 29 Through cross-subsidization with other
business lines, Amazon was able to absorb losses on baby products in the short term, “no
matter what the cost,”30 in order to maintain its dominant market position and pricesetting ability in the long term, catalyzing the forced sale of the once-burgeoning diaper
retailer. In her landmark paper “Amazon’s Antitrust Paradox,” Lina Khan argued, “The
fact that Amazon has been willing to forego profits for growth undercuts a central
premise of contemporary predatory pricing doctrine, which assumes that predation is
irrational precisely because firms prioritize profits over growth.” 31 While many markets
experience this kind of short-term corporatism, its effects in digital markets are more
harmful. As noted earlier in this report, digital markets are prone to tipping, wherein one
firm is likely to “win” and maintain most of the market after gaining an early lead. Firms
then leverage existing dominance for further expansion, tipping, and entrenchment in
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adjacent markets, making the economic consequences of unchecked predatory behavior
particularly high.
American small businesses are likewise harmed by a lack of competition among digital
platforms. Facing few alternative choices, high switching costs, and little power to
change platform conditions, American small businesses face a high degree of platform
precarity: increased risk due to heavy reliance on a handful of dominant platform services
over which they have little influence or recourse if problems arise, even when platforms
are treating them unfairly. Dominant platforms use this knowledge to extract rent in the
form of unfavorable pricing, terms, agreements, and more; 32 examples include third-party
business users such as restaurants using food delivery apps, third-party retailers creating
storefronts on major online retail services, and content creators monetizing their video or
audio content. Small and medium-sized businesses are forced to invest significant
resources to compete effectively on online platforms, but sudden, unilateral changes in
terms,33 ranking,34 pricing,35 design, or a sudden suspension36 can wipe out the value of a
business’ investment. Even getting out of these service arrangements can be costly:
Cloud services, for example, may make it cheap to transfer data into the service but
charge ultra-high rates for egress fees to leave a service. 37 Worse, platforms may exploit
data about a business’ sales and products to develop copycat products and undercut small
businesses,38 potentially even self-preferencing first-party services through pricing, data,
design, ranking, and bundling strategies.39 Increasingly, dominant platforms’ theft of
content threatens internet openness and undermines small or growing firms.
American workers are also harmed under the status quo. When dominant firms drive out
competitors and achieve market capture, firms become labor monopsonists,40 meaning
that they acquire disproportionate power to set and decrease wages because they face
little competition that might otherwise motivate a competitive wage and safe working
conditions.41 Worker abuse is easy to disguise through the ubiquitous use of opaque
business software and algorithmic management systems, which may rely on surveillance
to monitor and shape worker behavior. 42 While some of these issues can be addressed
through updating and robustly enforcing labor laws, the competitive failings of digital
markets will continually put downward pressure on wages and working conditions in
monopsonized labor markets.
A persistent lack of transparency and data asymmetry exacerbate these problems. While
workers or business users may feel that abuse is occurring, it is difficult to investigate
problems without greater data access. These issues are of growing importance to
Americans, with 81 percent of voters saying they are “concerned about consolidation
among Big Tech corporations hurting small businesses and consumers.” 43
Privacy harms
Historically, while businesses such as telephone networks have also been protected by
strong network effects and high barriers to entry, online service providers are unique in
that many also surveil their consumers—sometimes without consumers’ awareness—and
use the information they gather to manipulate user behavior to increase usage and
revenue. Other companies then buy this information from surveillant firms, develop
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predictive statistical models, and sell those models for wider use. The application of these
models materially affects peoples’ lives in ways that are often hidden from them; the
resulting invasions of privacy and invisible impacts on people’s health, economic
prospects, education, and liberty have produced novel forms of harm to society. Due to
the complex and sometimes deliberately obscured workings of online services, it can be
difficult or impossible for individuals to understand, address, or even identify the origin
of these harms—let alone choose a better option if one is available.
Unwanted and invasive data collection, processing, and sale have become standard
practice in online services industries, and Americans are overwhelmingly concerned
about the data platforms hold. 44 The scope and detail of corporate data collection and
consumer surveillance are astounding. For example, Google reportedly has acquired
information on 70 percent of all U.S. credit and debit card transactions 45 to combine with
its detailed user profiles. An entire industry has grown around creating and selling
constant, unwanted records of billions of people’s locations at scale in gross detail: 46 One
analysis found that location trackers in common, innocuous mobile phone apps were
updated more than 14,000 times per day, identifying individuals’ location down to within
only a few yards.47 These data are profoundly abused. Companies collect consumer
contact information and movements without consent; 48 perpetuate the pretense that
consumers give informed consent with the click of “I agree”;49 use deceptive disclosures
and settings to trick consumers into allowing data sharing with third parties; 50 track
consumers’ location within a few feet inside their homes; 51 track consumers’ location
even after tracking is turned off;52 develop new products using consumers’ personal
emails, photographs, and conversations;53 track people’s ovulation data without
consent;54 and then too frequently fail to secure the massive troves of intimate and
valuable data they acquire. It is not just dominant firms engaging in this behavior: In
some cases, small businesses and third-party data buyers are the worst abusers of
consumer privacy.55
Indeed, privacy harms are acute in combination with competitive harms. Experts have
shown that firms that achieve market dominance and successfully suppress competitive
threats are able to lower privacy protections in order to pursue and extract greater data
gains from consumers.56 Consumers, without a reasonable choice of substitutes, are
forced to put up with suboptimal privacy protections and even privacy invasions. Within
digital markets, experts including Howard Shelanski have argued that “one measure of a
platform’s market power is the extent to which it can engage in [data usage that
consumers dislike] without some benefit to consumers that offsets their reduced privacy
and still retain users.”57 As illustrated by Dina Srinivasan, Facebook’s pivot away from
privacy protection toward privacy exploitation upon achieving monopoly status is
emblematic of this power, with consumer data extraction constituting a part of the firm’s
“monopoly rent.”58
The collective costs of individual privacy incursions, of which consumers are often
unaware, are staggering. These costs are not just economic—although billions of dollars
have been lost through corporate negligence to protect these data, especially sensitive
information concerning individuals’ credit, finances, and identity 59—but also democratic,
social, and humanitarian. Troublingly, Americans have changed their social and political
behavior because they know they are being watched by corporations and law
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enforcement.60 Ambient surveillance has chilling effects on expression, civil liberties,
and freedom of movement, particularly for Black and Hispanic communities that are
persistently oversurveilled and overpoliced. 61 Americans’ personal interactions, behavior,
and political activity have become commodities to be tracked without consent, bought,
and sold. As companies reach beyond merely advertising to manipulating people’s
behavior,62 the societal costs and implications are profound.
Consumer protection harms
Consumer protection issues in online services include but extend beyond traditional
privacy concerns:63 Issues with fraud, scams, manipulation, discrimination, and systemic
failures in content promotion and moderation have leveled devastating individual and
collective harms.
A scale-at-any-cost growth mindset,64 overly broad interpretations of intermediary
liability laws that cover the sale of physical goods, 65 and other factors have
disincentivized the development of more reasonable responsibility for consumer
protection. For years, lawmakers have asked e-commerce sites to stop selling unsafe,
banned, fraudulent, or knock-off products and asked other websites to stop advertising
them.66 A lack of quality control makes it easy to place false listings or reviews online to
scam consumers, scam businesses, damage competitors, harass victims, and divert traffic
from legitimate small businesses.67 Negligent safety standards on large platforms have
enabled bad actors to commit elaborate frauds, ranging from digital advertising schemes
that scam advertisers to fake accommodations listings that defraud would-be guests to
marketplaces that fail to protect users from scammers at scale. 68 In some cases, the gap
between self-defined platform terms and actual enforcement across these issues is
apparent.69
Due in part to the shift to online services during the pandemic, people are facing growing
threats from long-standing consumer protection and cybersecurity issues. Losses to
identify fraud, for example, topped $56 billion in 2020.70 These costs are
disproportionately felt: One analysis found that “Black people, Indigenous people, and
People of Color (BIPOC) are more likely to have their identities stolen than White people
(21 percent compared to 15 percent), and BIPOC people are the least likely to avoid any
financial impact due to cybercrime (47 percent compared to 59 percent of all
respondents).”71
Beyond sensitive financial and identity issues, the unprecedented amount of detailed
behavioral data held by online services firms also poses unique consumer protection
challenges. Platforms are able to exploit behavioral shortcomings and biases among
consumers in real time to a greater degree than previously feasible. 72 They may
intentionally complicate the process of changing privacy settings, opting out of data
collection, deleting accounts, canceling services, and more. 73 These designs may hide or
misrepresent costs,74 fee structures,75 and data collection.76 In a digital environment,
firms are able to more fully manipulate the buyer experience, making consumer
manipulation of heightened concern. 77 Some firms employ deceptive behavioral design,
sometimes called “dark patterns,” which have been found to successfully manipulate
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consumers into giving up time, money, or information.78 The ability to use detailed data
and pricing systems has given rise to new forms of dynamic pricing, which too often
replicate long-standing biases against historically marginalized communities. 79 Nearly
three-quarters of Americans think this type of personal data-driven dynamic pricing is a
“major or moderate problem.”80
Online services have also given abusers and harassers more ways to locate and target
victims while regularly failing to provide people with sufficient tools for preventing,
curbing, or avoiding those attacks. 81 A recent poll found, “Of the types of harms people
experience online, Americans most frequently cite being called offensive names (44
percent). More than 1 in 3 (35 percent) say someone has tried to purposefully embarrass
them online, 18 percent have been physically threatened, and 15 percent have been
sexually harassed.”82 Numerous online service companies have failed to take adequate
steps to prevent these harms from occurring. 83 Over the past two years, the number of
teenagers who reported encountering racist or homophobic material online almost
doubled.84 Marginalized communities—especially transgender people, immigrants,
people of faith, people of color, and women of color—are disproportionately harmed
through negligent or actively harmful platform business models around content and bear
the brunt of their collective costs.85
[. . .]
This survey of harms is necessarily incomplete. While a full examination of online harms
is beyond the scope of this report, the limited information available also speaks to the
profound asymmetry and lack of transparency in the online services space. This
information asymmetry—the stark lack of data accessible to government and the public
compared with the mountains of data held by digital platforms—is a persistent issue
across different areas of harm. Indeed, harms described below may only be the tip of the
iceberg. Researchers are starved for data on online harms and competition, and many of
these issues have only come to light through formal government inquiries,
whistleblowing, or intrepid investigative journalism. 86”
Question 5
On Question 5 regarding harms that consumers may not easily discern or identify, CAP encloses
the following section from Marc Jarsulic’s recent article “Addressing the Competitive Harms of
Opaque Online Surveillance and Recommendation Algorithms” in The Antitrust Bulletin:87
“While surveillance has negative effects on user privacy, and algorithms have had
powerful effects on user attitudes and behavior, platform users have limited knowledge
about how these practices operate or their impacts. As survey evidence about online
privacy shows, users are uncomfortable about the way the online platforms may be
gathering and using data about them, but know little about how surveillance operates.
Understanding the operation and effects of recommendation algorithms requires an
additional level of technical sophistication.
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These information asymmetries between platforms and users have important competitive
effects. They divert users from competing platforms that do not engage in these business
practices, and inhibit entry and the innovation it would stimulate, thereby helping sustain
the monopoly power of dominant incumbents.
[. . .]
Internet users generally recognize that they can be subject to online surveillance and
violations of the privacy, but a majority know little beyond that. In a 2019 Pew Research
Center survey, over 72 percent of adults said that all or almost all of what they do online
or using cellphones is tracked by technology firms, advertisers, and other companies. But
59 percent of those surveyed said they had little or no understanding of what companies
do with the data collected.
This lack of understanding is confirmed by survey data on Facebook users. Another 2019
Pew survey showed that 74 percent of Facebook users did not know that Facebook
categorized their interests on a “Your ad preferences page”, although they are able to
view it.88 But even if they looked, the information revealed by this page only indicates
that Facebook is in the business of analyzing user behavior. It does not indicate the
existence or scale of off-platform surveillance, the use of data from data-brokers, or the
machine learning processes used to target users for business and political messaging.
Moreover, even sophisticated Facebook users find it almost impossible to determine the
extent to which Facebook has tracked their off-Facebook activity and gathered data about
them. The platform’s recently introduced “Off-Facebook Activity” tool apparently does
little to help.89
Because recommendation algorithms are inherently complex and operate in the
background, as discussed above, their effects are difficult to discern. However, recent
actions by Facebook suggest a belief that wider understanding of algorithm design could
threaten platform use. While Facebook’s own experiments have shown that the Newsfeed
recommendation algorithm can have powerful effects on the attitudes and actions of
platform users, information about its day-to-day operation and impact is not accurately
described to users. When Facebook publicly described changes to the Newsfeed
algorithm in 2018, they were characterized as shifting the focus from media consumption
to interaction with friends and family. However, recently disclosed internal documents
show that “[t]he goal of the algorithm change was to reverse the decline in comments,
and other forms of engagement, and to encourage more original posting. It would reward
posts that garnered more comments and emotion emojis, which were viewed as more
meaningful than likes…”90
Questions 11 and 17
Questions 11 and 17 pertain to “commercial incentives and business models that lead to lax data
security measures or harmful commercial surveillance practices” and “techniques that
manipulate consumers into prolonging online activity (e.g.,video autoplay, infinite or endless
scroll, quantified public popularity).” While Question 17 is focused specifically on children and
teenagers, the information submitted below refers to the impact of those techniques on all users,
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which includes but is not specific to children and teenagers. CAP encloses the following section
from Marc Jarsulic’s recent article “Addressing the Competitive Harms of Opaque Online
Surveillance and Recommendation Algorithms” in The Antitrust Bulletin:91
“From the point of view of the platforms, success is not measured by number of users
alone. Time spent on the platform is crucial, because use increases an individual’s
potential exposure to advertising and other paid messaging. Increased use also provides
more detailed information about the user – who she is, what she likes, with whom
connected, what she does when she is using the site, even where the cursor is moved
when viewing something. Therefore, Facebook and YouTube have adopted sophisticated
strategies to increase engagement by people who use their services.
When someone views a video on YouTube, they are presented with a list of
recommended videos to watch next. For most users, YouTube will automatically select
and “auto-play” one of these recommended videos by default at the conclusion of a
video. Those recommendations are generated by an algorithm which has been described,
in general terms, by Alphabet data scientists. Given a user search, the algorithm first
identifies a few hundred candidate videos from the billions on the YouTube platform.
Next, the algorithm generates a ranked list of videos to be recommended. If the request is
by a user that YouTube can identify, then it generates a “recommended-for-you” list,
which incorporates past user behavior on YouTube along with demographic and other
information. The extent and source of these additional data are not revealed, but Alphabet
has access to a huge amount of data on individuals, described above. Other requests
provide recommendations that are not individualized.
YouTube says that the watch-next ranking is based on the likelihood of achieving
multiple objectives, which are described as viewer engagement (clicks and watch time)
and satisfaction (likes, dismissals). While the likelihoods of achieving these objectives
are generated by machine learning models of user behavior on YouTube, the weights
given to objectives like watch time are “manually tuned”. That is, the rankings are
determined by the self-interest of YouTube, which means watch time and the associated
revenue are central to the ranking.92
Although the YouTube algorithm and the data on which it is based are proprietary, there
is evidence that the emphasis on watch time can influence user behavior on the site and
elsewhere. Theoretical work by Google DeepMind data scientists has shown that
“feedback loops in recommendation systems can give rise to ‘echo chambers’ and ‘filter
bubbles’ which can narrow a user’s content exposure and ultimately shift their world
view.” 93 Empirical research confirms that the algorithm has created this kind of attitudereinforcing feedback. For example, a study of recommendations on YouTube
informational channels showed a large increase in the relative frequency of conspiracy
video recommendations at the end of 2018, peaking at nearly 10 percent. Moreover, there
was clear positive correlation between the conspiracy likelihood of the source video and
the conspiracy likelihood of the recommended video. Both relative frequency and
correlations declined after YouTube intervened beginning in January 2019. 94
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While there is continuing debate about the scope and importance of these effects, the
algorithm does appear to produce them.
Facebook likewise uses a recommendation algorithm to determine what users see on the
site in their “Newsfeed”, which it describes as a “constantly updating list of stories in the
middle of your home page. Newsfeed includes status updates, photos, videos, links, app
activity and likes from people, Pages and groups that you follow on Facebook.” 95 The
ranking of items in the Newsfeed is designed to encourage engagement and use.
One way to stimulate engagement, as Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg has
acknowledged, is to include extreme content. 96 There is evidence that the algorithm does
just that. According to internal Facebook documents obtained by the Wall Street Journal,
adjustments to the weights in the Facebook algorithm in 2018, intended to increase user
engagement, had the effect of rewarding outrage and lies. Fixes were proposed by
Facebook engineers, but they were not implemented because they would reduce user
engagement. 97 A recent academic study likewise has shown that increased referrals to
news sites on Newsfeed make the dominant news sources of a user more extreme. 98
According to other internal Facebook documents, and Congressional testimony by a
former Facebook employee, the platform is also cavalier about the effect of Instagram,
one of its apps, on teenage girls. 99 Evidence that the use of this app can affect mental
health was apparently ignored in favor of user engagement. The role of Facebook
recommendation algorithms in promoting Instagram use is unclear, but similar
recommendation systems power Instagram’s Explore page.
Facebook has been aware that Newsfeed can have measurable effects on user attitudes for
some time. In an experiment to test whether posts with emotional content are more
engaging than those without, posts with positive emotional content were reduced in some
users’ Newsfeeds. As a result, these users changed their posting behavior, producing
fewer positive posts and more negative posts. The Facebook data scientists concluded
this was evidence of “massive-scale emotional contagion”. 100
Although the results of this study were published in the Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences, the journal editor-in-chief subsequently published an “editorial
expression of concern” because Facebook’s data collection “…may have involved
practices that were not fully consistent with the principles of obtaining informed consent
and allowing participants to opt out.”101 In the paper itself the authors noted that the
research was “…consistent with Facebook’s Data Use Policy, to which all users agree
prior to creating an account on Facebook, constituting informed consent for this
research”.102
Another Facebook experiment demonstrated that the Newsfeed can change political
behavior. On the day of the 2010 Congressional elections Facebook conducted a
randomized control trial of political mobilization messages, involving 61 million voters.
One group of voters was shown a “social message” encouraging voting and featuring
pictures of friends who clicked an “I voted” button. A second group received information
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about voting, but no social content, and a control group received no message. The social
message group were more likely to vote than the informational, and even more likely to
vote than the control group, with the differences being statistically significant. 103 The
messaging is estimated to have increased the number of voters in the 2010 election by
340,000. In the recent Presidential election state vote totals smaller than this had decisive
effects on the outcome.
In summary, both YouTube and Facebook deploy sophisticated proprietary algorithms
that increase user engagement and watch-time. These algorithms significantly affect what
users read or view, and can measurably influence their attitudes, emotions, and behavior.”
Question 12
Question 12 asks, in part, “Which commercial surveillance practices, if any, are unlawful such
that new trade regulation rules should set out clear limitations or prohibitions on them?”
CAP encourages the development of clear rules that entirely prohibit or otherwise clearly limit
certain harmful practices in commercial surveillance and data security. While Question 95
acknowledges the importance of being attentive to potential obsolescence, there is now a vast
body of work that demonstrates that certain data surveillance and lax security practices are
clearly harmful and should be prohibited.
Previously, CAP proposed anchoring any new ex ante rulemaking powers for online services
with a series of key unlawful prohibitions: anti-competitive practices; violations of civil rights;
insecure and data-extractive practices; and unfair, deceptive, or abusive acts or practices for
consumer and business users.104 The Commission should consider specifically enumerating and
banning practices related to commercial surveillance and data security within these categories,
especially for practices which pose inherent but unavoidable risks to civil rights.
Question 30
Question 30 asks if the Commission should pursue a Section 18 rulemaking on commercial
surveillance and data security. CAP strongly believes that the Commission should do so. As CAP
argued previously, fully maximizing the existing authorities of the Commission is an essential
component of establishing consumer protections for online services: 105
“Existing laws, authorities, and agencies can address a subset of interlocking online
services harms outlined above [Excerpt included above in this document as well]. In
particular, the Center for American Progress strongly supports more aggressive antitrust
action, more robust competition policies, increased privacy and civil rights capacity at the
FTC, and strong federal privacy legislation or rules.”
Continuing, CAP argued in favor of using ex ante regulation to address harms from online
services, such as the Commission's proposed Section 18 rulemaking:106
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“Such proactive rule-making powers—sometimes called “ex ante” regulation—are
distinct from reactive or “ex post” approaches, which are litigated after harms have
occurred. Proactive rule-making could identify and prohibit harmful measures prior to
significant harm or as harms are occurring.”
[…]
“Historically, after-the-fact litigation has been too slow-moving to alone address online
services harms. As Americans increasingly grapple with these harms and threats to the
public interest, an ad hoc approach to online services is increasingly insufficient. To
anticipate technology’s evolution and balance difficult trade-offs, regulators should have
proactive rule-making abilities to curb problems before or as they occur. New statutory
prohibitions of problematic online services practices are likewise required to set clear
rules of the road, especially for stable, long-standing online services markets. In
combination, a hybrid regulatory approach backed by substantial resources and oversight
powers is needed to tackle the range of public interest issues raised by online services.”
These sentiments echoed those of FTC Commissioner Rebecca Slaughter, who noted in her
testimony before Congress in March 2021: “Effective enforcement is a complement, not an
alternative, to thoughtful regulation. That is especially true for regulatory models that cannot be
effectuated by ex post enforcement actions, even those with the broadest deterrent effect.” 107
While CAP believes a broader framework for ex ante rules to regulate online services is needed,
a Section 18 rulemaking on commercial surveillance and data security fills a critical gap in
addressing the harms from online services in this area. As noted by the Commission in the
ANPR, the Commission is reaching the limits of what case-by-case enforcement and existing
authorities allow. While these case-by-case decisions have created what GW Professor Daniel
Solove has called “the new common law of privacy” 108 they have never been formalized or
clarified more broadly. Additionally, while the Commission has made use of its existing tools,
their limited resources and a pattern of industry ignoring consent decrees has led to repeated
violations in this space from companies like Meta/Facebook. As former FTC Commissioner
Rohit Chopra noted in 2019, “FTC orders are not suggestions.”109 The formalization of some of
these rules into formal federal regulations will add additional deterrence and enforcement teeth
to companies that may be otherwise willing to press the boundaries and pay a fine later.
Many commentators have noted the extra steps that the Commission must undertake to complete
a Section 18 rulemaking as compared to a rulemaking under the Administrative Procedures Act.
Given the scope and breadth of this topic, as outlined in the numerous questions in the ANPR,
the additional process and extended ability for stakeholders to weigh in multiple times means
that, if completed, a Section 18 rulemaking on Commercial Surveillance and Data Security will
be the product of extensive public input and oversight. Such robust public input will provide an
appropriate foundation for clear rules, prohibitions, and limitations on harmful practices going
forward.
Question 31
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For Question 31, asking if the Commission should undertake a Section 18 rulemaking on data
security, CAP offers the following questions on categorization and process.
In considering which entities are engaged in the practices discussed in the ANPR, it’s useful to
group the areas of inquiry into three distinct foci: 1) commercial surveillance data collection and
use, 2) commercial surveillance monetization and movement, and 3) data security practices.
While commercial surveillance data collection and use and commercial surveillance
monetization and movement are closely related to each other and have a narrower scope of
participants and entities, data security practices are a much broader category that could
potentially encompass nearly all businesses and even non-business entities that store data.
As the ANPR states, “the term “data security” in this ANPR refers to breach risk mitigation, data
management and retention, data minimization, and breach notification and disclosure
practices.”110 By necessity, this rulemaking may have to cover all data stored by affected entities,
not just data gathered by various commercial surveillance techniques. As such, the scope of
stakeholders affected by a rule on data security would be huge, potentially as large as all entities
that store data on consumers. Any proposed rules will have to grapple with this broad swath of
entities and their varying abilities to carry-out data security rules, which may require distinct
compliance regimes from more general commercial surveillance compliance.
Any proposed rules around data security would also require significant consultation with other
U.S. government entities with major equities in cybersecurity, including the Cybersecurity and
Infrastructure Agency (CISA) which is part of the Department of Homeland Security, the
Department of Defense, the Securities and Exchange Commission, the newly created Office of
the National Cyber Director, and others. Agencies that can speak to the global impacts of such a
rule on multilateral cybersecurity discussions may also need to be consulted. Overall, as recent
attempts to create rules around cyber reporting by CISA111 and the SEC112 have shown, data
security rulemaking is a complicated endeavor with multiple stakeholders and competing
interests.
Ultimately, it may make sense to limit the scope of a data security rulemaking to a smaller subset
of entities than the commercial surveillance rulemaking. Alternatively, the Commission may
wish to pursue two separate rulemakings. In either case, CAP urges the Commission to pursue a
data security rulemaking strategy that does not slow or otherwise complicate its critical work
pursuing a commercial surveillance rulemaking.
Question 65
Question 65 asks about the prevalence of algorithmic discrimination based on protected
categories such as race, sex, and age. It inquires whether such discrimination is more pronounced
in some sectors than others. CAP encloses the following section from its 2021 report, “How To
Regulate Tech: A Technology Policy Framework for Online Services,” discussing the broad civil
rights harms stemming from the rise of online services and the commercial surveillance
economy:113
“Civil rights harms
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Online services regularly introduce risks to Americans’ civil rights and liberties. 114 Use
of digital technologies—including software, algorithmic decision-making systems, digital
advertising tools, surveillance tools, wearable technology, biometric technology, and
more—have introduced new vectors to continue the deeply rooted historical exploitation
of and discrimination against protected classes. Because privacy rights are also civil
rights, these harms are inextricably linked to the privacy harms described above, wherein
mined data feed into algorithms that are used to profile individuals, make decisions,
target ads and content, and ultimately lead to discrimination. 115
Leading scholars and advocates have exposed the numerous risks that automated
decision-making systems—encompassing everything from static algorithms to machine
learning to AI programs—pose to civil and human rights.116 These systems can produce
deeply inequitable outcomes, including and beyond issues of algorithmic bias. 117
Discrimination can occur at any point in the development process or produce, obfuscate,
and launder discriminatory use. Already, they have resulted in a slew of civil rights
violations that materially affect Americans’ liberty, opportunity, and prospects.
Algorithmic decision-making systems have produced and reproduced discrimination in
recruiting,118 employment,119 finance,120 credit,121 housing,122 K-12 and higher
education,123 policing,124 probation,125 and health care,126 as well as the promotion of
services through digital advertising127 and beyond.128 Algorithmic racism in particular
extends the project of white supremacy in pernicious ways:129 With a glut of consumer
data and the veneer of technical objectivity, online services companies have myriad ways
to discriminate among consumers and obfuscate that discrimination.130 For instance,
digital advertisers can use proxy metrics to enable discrimination in advertising without
technically using protected classes,131 although Facebook has been sued for allowing
discrimination based on protected classes explicitly. 132 Insurance, credit, and financial
companies can bake historical data, which reflect long-standing inequities and biases,
into decision-making algorithms that enable them to reproduce systemic racism and other
biases while using a seemingly “objective” algorithm that processes applications in an
identical manner—churning out preferential products and opportunities for white,
wealthy people as they have for decades.133
Technology-enabled discrimination is especially dangerous because the application of
these tools can be hidden and nonconsensual, limited forms of redress exist, and technical
processes are often wrongly assumed to be objective, thereby receiving inappropriate
deference or insufficient scrutiny. New AI and algorithmic hiring tools, for example,
have been hailed for their “efficiencies,” yet are found to compound existing issues in
disability-based discrimination, despite long-standing Americans with Disabilities Act
protections.134 A range of algorithmic and platform design choices can likewise enable
discrimination.135
Facial recognition and other biometric surveillance technologies erode civil liberties,
particularly for communities of color. 136 The biases in these technologies 137 and their use
by law enforcement138 have led to traumatic violations of civil liberties, including a
number of recent wrongful arrests of innocent Americans who were misidentified by
faulty facial recognition software. 139 But more broadly, their increasing use in public
spaces and employment as tools to continue the overpolicing and oversurveillance of
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people of color threatens civil liberties, chills political speech, and inhibits freedom of
movement and assembly.
Content moderation challenges and negligence also introduce asymmetric risks to
protected classes. Platforms' failures to prevent the exploitation of social networking for
purposes of harassment, discrimination, hate speech, voter suppression, and racialized
disinformation have made long-standing problems newly urgent. Further, major
platforms have been found to increase radicalization and participation in extremist
groups.140 At the individual level, these problems have subjected people to harm and
serious duress141 and enabled the deprivation of rights, including the right to vote. 142 Civil
rights experts have drawn parallels between the discriminatory nature of these business
decisions and platform designs and the public accommodation laws that protect against
discriminatory practices in brick-and-mortar businesses, highlighting the need to update
and reinforce current digital protections.143
Collectively, the sheer quantity and amplification of such civil rights-suppressing content
introduces barriers to and discourages full participation in public life and cultural
discourse by already excluded groups. The prevalence of false information and
propaganda on social media in particular can grossly warp public discourse and societal
understanding of public events. Misinformation has been used to maintain and advance
racist, sexist, transphobic, and other prejudices, while “astroturfing” strategies—wherein
coordinated networks of accounts, including “fake” accounts not representing “real”
people, artificially inflate the popularity and visibility of certain posts—are used to
misrepresent the prevalence of these attitudes. For example, despite the majority of
Americans supporting Black Lives Matter, 70 percent of Facebook posts from users
discussing the topic in June 2020 were critical of the movement. 144
Beyond posing risks to specific enumerated rights and liberties for protected classes,
online services have reified, maintained, and extended racism, sexism, and other social
prejudices generally in the United States, through both their technology development and
business model negligence. For example, Dr. Safiya Noble’s pioneering work illustrated
that, for years, searching “black girls” on Google returned pornographic search results
and ads, whereas searches for “white girls” did not.145 Similarly, searches of Blackidentifying names disproportionately returned ads mentioning “arrests” compared with
searches of white-identifying names.146 Numerous other instances of search engine and
predictive text results enhancing and extending social discrimination abound, 147 and
similar problems exist in voice technologies, facial recognition, and other biometric and
visual processing techniques.”148
Question 86
Question 86 asks about the mechanisms for opacity in commercial surveillance, including
technological or legal mechanisms companies rely on to shield their commercial surveillance
practices from public scrutiny. While there are numerous examples of opacity in the commercial
surveillance and data security markets, the following response focuses on opacity into the
activity of digital gatekeepers. A major contributor to this continued opacity is the active
opposition to or acquisition of third-party analytics firms or tools that seek to shed light on
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digital gatekeeper products. Here, CAP uses the purchase of the analytics tool Crowdtangle by
Meta/Facebook as an example, drawing from its April 2021 comment submission to the
DOJ/FTC RFI for Merger Guidelines.149 It focused on the competitive impact of the loss of third
party analytics firms or tools, but nonetheless provides a clear example of how opacity is
maintained on large digital gatekeeper platforms:
“As described above, many gatekeepers operate their digital properties like a one-way
mirror—collecting for themselves detailed private data on the interactions amongst
consumer users, business users, rivals, and more. Because of this opaqueness, entire
industries have been created in response to the demand for business tools that provide
insight, analytics, and monitoring of performance or activities on digital platforms. Such
tools are used by their customers to better understand and adjust their participation on the
platform, perhaps allowing for greater differentiation or competition. Such services
operate in a difficult market position. They require either cooperation from platforms of
focus or creative techniques that gather on-platform information in unauthorized (if not
actively opposed) methods. 150 Some of these data collection strategies are now being
examined by the courts.151 Amidst these odds, numerous products have withered or shut
down. The remainder of the industry focuses on social media content tracking,
advertising analytics, and more. For the purposes of this section, these will be referred to
as “third-party analytics firms.”
When third party analytics firms are acquired by the very platforms to which they seek to
provide insight, the already limited visibility into digital platforms is significantly harmed
or reduced. Acquisition removes a key independent source of information, which
customers, regulators, researchers, and the public may rely on to understand activity and
competition in major digital spaces. Therefore, mergers or acquisitions of tools that
provide independent analysis or tracking of digital markets by their firms of focus harm
competition and should be presumed to be anticompetitive.
The acquisition of a third-party analytics firm called CrowdTangle is illustrative of this
risk. CrowdTangle was purchased by Facebook in 2016. CrowdTangle allowed
companies to gather insights across multiple social media platforms including Facebook,
Twitter, Instagram, and Vine. 152 Facebook adapted CrowdTangle into a tool that allowed
for monitoring, searching, and analyzing content primarily on Facebook and Instagram
(though it also added Reddit later). It was made available for free to certain Facebook
partners, media organizations, non-profits, and others. It was used by academics 153 and
activists154 to help support their work identifying disinformation and other harmful
content on the Facebook platform. As it is a product owned by Facebook, it had better
access than any other third-party analytics or monitoring tool.
In 2020, New York Times reporter Kevin Roose began to use CrowdTangle to identify the
top ten posts containing URLs from Pages on Facebook.155 A Facebook Page is distinct
from a Facebook Profile in that it is optimized for broadcast communication to large
audiences on the platform. Pages facilitate one-way connections and are primarily used
by celebrities, athletes, businesses, and politicians. Roose began by pulling this
information manually from CrowdTangle, assembling the lists, and posting them to
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Twitter. He eventually automated this process, publishing daily to a dedicated Twitter
account: Facebook’s Top 10. 156
At the time, the nature of the top trending posts on Facebook garnered significant public
attention, especially when those lists were dominated by political commentators. Use of
CrowdTangle by Roose, journalists, academics, and researchers provided important
public interest insights—which sometimes appeared to contradict what Facebook was
telling the public.157 Facebook seemed uncomfortable with the transparency and the
results. Even the limited data transparency about Facebook that CrowdTangle enabled
was regularly creating negative narratives for its parent company. 158
Facebook began to argue in public that while the CrowdTangle data was technically
accurate, as it was pulling from Facebook’s own data as a Facebook product, it was
misleading. They argued that CrowdTangle tools only measured engagement on public
posts159 (a user interacting with the content on Facebook in the form of commenting,
liking, or sharing) and that the actual internal Facebook metrics showed a very different
picture of the most popular content on the site. For a period of time, to rebut the picture
painted by Roose’s publication of the CrowdTangle data, Facebook attempted to release
its own list of top performing content on the site, culled from its internal data. 160 The New
York Times later reported that even with data broader than engagement, political
commentators still dominated the most viewed content.161
In 2021, Facebook dissolved the CrowdTangle team. The founder and head of
CrowdTangle left the company 162 and CrowdTangle announced it would pause new signups for the service in 2022.163 If CrowdTangle is shut down by Facebook, there are few,
if any, tools with visibility into the site with access to officially sanctioned Facebook
data. In August 2021, Facebook announced the creation of a widely viewed content
report,164 a quarterly report that aimed to provide data on the most widely viewed content
on the platform in the last quarter. In March 2022, Facebook released its Q4 2021 Widely
Viewed Content Report. 165 The most widely viewed page for Q4 2021 was unnamed with
the notation “This Page was removed by Facebook for violating Community Standards”
and no additional information or insight provided for the 121 million content views it got
in that time period.166 Reporters have suggested that the page might have been a junk
page but there is no official confirmation or elucidation.167
Due to their stringent data restrictions, there are few tools available to examine or
understand digital platforms. Acquisitions of independent third-party analytics firms by
their gatekeeper platforms of focus should be disfavored due to their immense potential
to shut down some of the only available, semi-transparent tools. In a highly asymmetrical
information environment, the preservation of non-sensitive insights and data access may
help to promote competition and advance understanding of key public interest issues. The
absence of such services due to platform acquisition and degradation almost certainly
harms them.”
Conclusion
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CAP strongly supports the Commission beginning a Section 18 rulemaking to address harms
from commercial surveillance and data security. The need for ex ante regulation on these issues
is a critical first step in addressing the harms from online services. It will be important for the
Commission to focus on prohibiting practices that have been shown to be most harmful while
allowing for flexibility in scope and innovation. On data security in particular, CAP urges the
Commission to consider the differences in stakeholders and scope relative to entities impacted by
rules on commercial surveillance alone. Though a significant undertaking, a Section 18
rulemaking is a long overdue and essential step to making the nation safer and more competitive.
CAP applauds the Commission for its effort.
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